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Use a black pen for 

answers and pencil for 

drawings 

  
 



 

 

Read the questions 

carefully 

  

 

  
 



  

Spend more time on 

questions worth more 

marks - look at how long 

you are advised to 

spend on each question 

and stick to it. 

  

 



 

 

If the question asks for 

colour then colour it in 

- if not don’t 

  

 
 



Always give full detailed 

answers not just one word. 

 

If the question is worth 2 

marks give more detail and 

include a reason. 

-use because or  

an example would be ….. 

  



Check through your 

answers sometimes 

pupils miss questions 

like ‘add sizes’  

  



Make sure all your 

pencils are sharp to 

save time 

  



This is an exam against 

the clock if you are slow 

at drawing and colouring 

you will not have time to 

answer all the questions. 

  



Make sure that you 

answer all the 

questions—If you don’t 

know and answer then 

guess! 

  



Remember the 

difference between 

grades is only ONE 

mark - so you need to 

get every mark you can! 

  

  



Answer the paper in 

order from front to back! 

  

 

  



 
 

You will have 2 hours to do the paper, so you must remember 

that you should spend about a minute per mark.   

So if a question is worth 10 marks you need to spend about 10 minutes on 

it (the paper normally advises you how long you should spend on each section). 
 

Make sure you use good English. 
 

Read the questions carefully.  Key words you need to note are often 

highlighted in bold. 
 

Be specific: don’t say knife, say craft knife! 
 

Check your answers. 
 

Keep working right to the end.  You can always improve your drawing, 

colouring and shading. 
 

Have all the right equipment and use it!   

(Normally pencils, coloured pencils, rulers, erasers and sharpeners are supplied 

if you don’t have your own). 
 

If you don’t understand something, or don’t know the meaning of a word, 

put your hand up and ask.  You never know, you might get an answer.  

Don’t just sit there giving up! 



Your questions are likely to be a mixture of: 

 
Thinking and sketching ideas for products that help young children tell  

the time.   

 

Developing these ideas. 

 

Presenting a final solution - A fully rendered (shaded & coloured) drawing. 

 

Evaluation of your idea(s).  Good and bad points. 

 

Answering a number of technical questions about graphic products. 

 

Environmental Issues - The 3 R’s (Recycling, Reuse & Reduce).  Symbols 



 

Question 1:  (Usually worth 20 - 22 marks) 

 

You will be told what you are about to design and will be given 

a specification for it (specific points your design ideas must have). 

 

It will usually give you 4 specific points. 

 

You will then be asked to add extra specific points (usually 3). 

 

It is likely you will then be asked to give reasons why your points are 

important. 

 

The examiner will have a tick list to award points for doing this - simple 

isn’t it? 

 

When you design your ideas over the next couple of questions, you must 

make sure you have included all the points from the specification (the 4 

points supplied and your extra 3). 



Encouraging children 

to grow their own fruit 

and vegetables. 













QR   =  Quick Response QR   =  Quick Response 



Blister 

Packaging 

Blister Packaging 
Clear PET 

Plastic 



Glue Tab 

3mm Bleed Tab 

tapers 

Size of thumb 
(to open pack) 

Clear 

Cellulose  

Acetate 

 window 

Glue area 

Glue Tab 

3mm Bleed 

Size of thumb 
(to open pack) 

Clear 

Cellulose  

Acetate 

 window 

Glue area 
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Unusual shapes are cut out using 

Die Cutters as they cannot be 

guillotined   



Die Stamping 





PRINTING 



The main printing methods  

used in industry are 



Lithography 



Lithography 

Screen Printing 



Lithography 

Screen Printing 

Flexography 



Lithography 

Screen Printing 

Flexography 

Gravure 



Lithography 

Screen Printing 

Flexography 

Gravure 

Digital 



Lithography 
Works on the principle that 

oil and water don’t mix. 



Lithography 
 

 



The metal printing plate is flat 

Ink only sticks to certain parts 

It is repelled in others by water 



Posters 

Leaflets 

Newspapers 

Magazines 

Books 

Letterheads 

Packaging  







Screen Printing 

 



Screen Printing 
Ink is forced through a fine 

mesh with a stencil 

preventing ink from being 

applied in certain areas.   





Screen Printing 
 

   



Posters 

T-Shirts 

Shot Displays 

Point of Sale 

Fabrics 

Wallpaper  



 

Flexography 
Used a relief printing 

method with raised part 

laser cut in plastic  

cylinder plates. 



 

Flexography 
 

 



Some Newspapers 

Plastic Packaging 

Crisp Packets 

  





Gravure 
Ink sits in small holes in a 

metal engraved plate. 



Gravure 
 



Postage stamps 

Art Posters 

High quality Magazines  



Digital 
Uses no printing plates. 
Not cost effective for short 

print runs. 

Like a laser printer used in 

school. 



Web Printing 
When the paper is on a 

continuous roll. 



Sheet  Fed Printing 
When the paper is flat sheet. 





Most commercial 

printing is done using 

CMYK 



 

 

Cyan 

Magenta 

Yellow 

Black 



 

 

Cyan 

 
 



 

 

Magenta 

 
 



 

 

Yellow 
 



 

 

Black  

(key colour) 
 



 

 

All other colour combinations  

are made from overprinting  

these colours.  









 

 

Finished printed items can be 

enhanced by overprinting a 

varnish   



 

 

There are various types 

Gloss Varnish 

Matt Varnish 

& 

Spot U.V. Varnish 

high gloss dries instantly  

on specific areas   





Styrofoam 

A lightweight material 

used for modelling.  

 

Can be shaped using 

hand tools and hot wire 

cutter. 



Embossing 

When the paper is forced up using a set of Dies 

Blind Embossing is when there is no ink involved it’s just paper 

De-Bossing is when the paper is ‘sunk’ down instead of up! 

Foil Blocking  

Uses heat to ‘stamp’ metallic foil onto paper – like Omnicrom 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.lmhotfoilprinters.co.uk/site/images/embossed.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.lmhotfoilprinters.co.uk/site/?id=hotfoils&usg=__7Ly2eLTT0apzQAEaoxVIFhJqDZM=&h=223&w=323&sz=23&hl=en&start=3&itbs=1&tbnid=yrZIUT6-xz96ZM:&tbnh=81&tbnw=118&prev=/images?q=embossing&hl=en&safe=strict&gbv=2&tbs=isch:1
http://www.buntingmagnetics.com/content/upload/images/zoomed/2d and 3d embossing .jpg
http://www.frewerbrothers.co.uk/foilblocking.html


Varnish 

Shiny ink that protect the printed 

surface from finger marking 

 Dries using U.V. light 

Can be added to small areas – ‘Spot’ varnish 

Lamination 

Uses heat to add a thin layer of plastic  

to a brochure cover. 

 

Making it waterproof 

Hardwearing 

Wipe clean 

Can be gloss or Matt 



FSC The forest Stewardship Council  

promotes the responsible 

management of forests. 

 

The FSC has defined high standards 

of forest conservation and 

management.  

 

Any packaging with the FSC logo has 

been manufactured with conservation 

and the environment in mind. 



THE RECYLCE 

MARK 
This symbol is used to encourage 

people to recycle wherever possible 

THE GREEN 

DOT 

This symbol is used on packaging in 

many European countries and it 

indicates that the manufacturer has 

contributed towards the cost of 

recycling the packaging. 

THE MOBIUS 

LOOP 

This is the international recycling 

symbol and it indicates that a product 

can be recycled. 

THE MOBIUS 

LOOP WITH A 

PERCENTAGE 

The percentage in the centre shows 

the amount of material that is 

recycled. 

  

  

  

  



COPYRIGHT 

MARK 

Copyright protects cretive or artistic 

works and you can only use 

copyrighted work with the copyright 

owners permission. 

THE E MARK 

This symbol is used on a label to 

indicate that a product has been 

packed according to the requirements 

of the European Communities 

average weight rules. 

FAIRTRADE 
This symbol shows that workers in 

developing countries have receieved 

a fair wage for their work. 

  

  

  



Flow Chart 

DECISION 
No 

Yes 



Vacuum  

Forming 

 

Flat sheet of 

Thermo Plastic 

HIPs PVC PET 

and Acrylic Plastic 

formed is thin 

uniform 

thickness 

Used to make 

Yoghurt Pots and 

Acrylic Baths 

Former 
Former 

Shapes 

have a 

Taper or 

Draft angle 



Carton Board 
 

Widely used for packaging –Boxes and Cartons 

 

Often coated on one side only 

 

Coated with a clay –so that the ink sits on surface and prints well 

 

Often unbleached on the other side 

 

Comes from sustainable softwoods 

 

Good strength to weight ratio 

 

Prints well to give high quality results  

 

Can be supplied as sheets and rolls 

 

Can be scored and die cut to create nets 

 

Can be recycled 

 





 

 UK and Ireland’s favourite brands able to carry the 

FSC label by using Tetra Pak cartons 

Tetra Pak, the world leader in food processing and 

packaging solutions, announced today that many of 

its UK and Irish customers will now be able to use 

the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) label across 

the nation’s favourite brands. The majority of Tetra 

Pak cartons in the UK and Ireland can now use 

paperboard sourced from FSC certified forests and 

other controlled sources, demonstrating the 

company’s ongoing commitment to responsible 

forest management. 



Tetra Pack 
Stores Liquid in a convenient way 

 

Makes it easier to transport 

-due to its rectangular shape 

 

Is lightweight compared to Glass 

Saves on fuel costs 

 

Is convenient –so that you can take 

it anywhere (long walks etc). 

 

The laminated outer board can be 

printed with graphics and 

information 

 

Are more appealing to the public 

 

Easy to open without an opener 



DESIGNERS 



Harry Beck 







Jock Kinneir & Mary Calvert 





Robert Sabuda 







Wally Olins 







Alberto Alessi 









Drawing Board 

Rotary Cutter 

Flexicurve French Curves 

Marker Pens 

Circle  

Template 

Set Square 



Ergonomics and 

Anthropometrics 



Anthropometrics 

 ‘the study of human physical dimensions’ 

 

 ‘anthrops means men and  

 metrics means measurements’ 

 
 For many products complex data is required 

about any number of critical dimensions relating 
to the human form, such as height, weight, 
width, length of reach. 



Ergonomics 

 ‘the science of designing products for 
human use. Ergonomics uses and applies 
anthropometric data to ensure that 
products and environments are 
straightforward, safe and comfortable to 
use’  

 

 ‘concerns the interaction between the 
human body and products, systems or 
environments’ 



Anthropometrics 

 The design of a personal stereo would look at data 

concerning hand sizes. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CS0KWwQL-tc 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CS0KWwQL-tc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CS0KWwQL-tc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CS0KWwQL-tc


Data 

 No average person 

 

 If you design a product suitable for use 

between the 5th and 95th percentile then it 

will not be suitable for 10% of people. 

 

 Anthropometric data are only specific to 

the populations which they describe  



Ergonomics 

The layout of a kitchen to make it more efficient. 

The interior of a car to ensure comfort to the user. 



 The problem is that it is 
difficult to tell which control 
goes with which burner.  

The solution is to arrange the 

controls in the same 

configuration as the burners. 

It is quite easy to tell which 

burner goes with which 

control. Why do you think all 

stove tops layouts aren't 

designed like this one?  





Smart Materials 

A smart material is a material that responds to a 

stimulus  i.e. – Heat, Light, Moisture, voltage.  
 

 

An example for a Prom ticket might be a holographic Image 

which changes with light to give a 3D image. 

 

This is used to prevent fraud because the ticket would be 

difficult to forge. 

 

Or Ink that changes colour with U.V. light – Photochromic Dye 

 

Ink that changes with Heat is Thermochromic Dye 



Smart Dyes 

 
Photochromatic dyes 

-change with light  

used for T-shirts 

 

 



Smart Dyes 

 
Thermochromatic dyes 

-change with temperature  

used for baby spoons and mugs 

bubble bath, dishes and wine labels 

 

 



Smart Dyes 

 
Thermochromatic liquid crystal 

-change with temperature  

used for battery test panels and 

thermometers 



Smart Dyes 

 
Solvation-chromatic dyes 

-change with moisture  

used for nappies and hygiene 

products. 



Biodegradable Plastics 

 
 



Biodegradable Plastics 

 
Oil-Based plastics do not break 

down easily. 



Biodegradable Plastics 

 
Are plastics made from renewable 

raw materials such as starch from 

wheat, potatoes and corn. 



Biodegradable Plastics 

 
Also known as 

Polylactide - PLA 



Biodegradable Plastics 

 
Polylactide – PLA 

Uses include disposable nappies 

and medical implants. 



Moral issues 
All products have an impact on the 
environment, and graphic products are no 
exception. In particular their production may 
contribute to deforestation and their disposal 
to waste pollution. Designers have a 
responsibility to think about moral issues like 
these. 



Environmental considerations 
Raw materials: paper and card are made from cellulose 
fibre normally obtained from wood, old rags or old paper. If 
made from wood, care needs to be taken to ensure that the 
wood is from sustainable forests. The processes of paper-
making may produce waste products.  
Manufacturing: inks and solvents used in graphic products 
manufacturing processes may be harmful unless used and 
disposed of correctly.  
Products: graphic products and their packaging can be the 
cause of large amounts of waste pollution if simply thrown 
away or dumped in landfill sites. Virtually all kinds of 
graphics waste however can be usefully recycled. 



Cultural issues 
Designers should be sensitive to the fact that certain 
sorts of images and text on graphic products can cause 
offence to certain groups of people - eg those from 
minority religious traditions or cultures. Special care 
needs to be taken in the case of images/text that are on 
public view, such as advertisements. 
Global media and mass travel means that other cultures' 
rich and diverse heritage of graphic images and styles is 
increasingly available to designers everywhere, and 
often are the inspiration for new design ideas.  



All paper products should be printed 
on FSC certified paper and board  
 
- It is certified by the The Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) as being 
sourced from well managed and 
sustainable forrests 

http://www.eco-friendly-printing.com/FSC-printing.php


Designers should consider environmental impact by specifying 
that products are printed using vegetable based inks. 
 
Printing companies should ensure that waste paper is recycled 
and used aluminimum printing plates are also recycled. 
 
FSC accredited sustainable should be used with a high recycled 
content.  
 

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.scanbalt.org/files/graphics/ScanBalt/Logo-variuos/Member_Logos/green_print2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.scanbalt.org/press/news+archive/view?id=1579&usg=__vmX8hmnhHX7ocQAJI25XwAw-am8=&h=477&w=475&sz=90&hl=en&start=31&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=TD5EJgYfc258aM:&tbnh=129&tbnw=128&prev=/images?q=vegitable+printing+inks&start=18&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rls=com.microsoft:*:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7SNYK_en-GB&nfpr=1&ndsp=18&tbs=isch:1




When you design a product it is very important that 
you design it with the environment in mind. The 
environment is always in the news especially damage 
caused by pollution and the waste we produce (eg. 
excessive packaging). Pollution is caused by 
manufacturing techniques although with your careful 
and thoughtful design and planning damage to the 
environment / pollution and waste can be reduced. 



Inks that are vegetable-based, water-based 
with biodegradable varnishes help protect 
the environment.  

http://www.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.scanbalt.org/files/graphics/ScanBalt/Logo-variuos/Member_Logos/green_print2.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.scanbalt.org/press/news+archive/view?id=1579&usg=__vmX8hmnhHX7ocQAJI25XwAw-am8=&h=477&w=475&sz=90&hl=en&start=31&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=TD5EJgYfc258aM:&tbnh=129&tbnw=128&prev=/images?q=vegitable+printing+inks&start=18&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rls=com.microsoft:*:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7SNYK_en-GB&nfpr=1&ndsp=18&tbs=isch:1


FSC The forest Stewardship Council  
promotes the responsible management 
of forests. 
 
The FSC has defined high standards of 
forest conservation and management.  
 
Any packaging with the FSC logo has 
been manufactured with conservation 
and the environment in mind. 



Typography 

Serif 

X-height 

Cap height 

Ascender 

Descender 

Cap or 

upper case 

Lower case 

Baseline 

Point Size 











Scale 



Interior of a room = one point perspective 

•Exterior of a building = two point perspective 



Exploded Drawing 





Wood 

Fast growing  

renewable  

softwood. 



PAPER 

It also has another big 

environmental advantage: 

it is biodegradable and 

100% recyclable. 

  



1/3 A4 Leaflet 

Stapled or Wire Stitched 



Concertina  

Fold 

 



Gate 

 Fold 



Double  

Gate Fold 





Single Column Grid 



Two Column Grid 



CAD / CAM 

Computer Aided Design 

 

Computer Aided Manufacture 



CAD / CAM 

 

Developed as a response to 
greater demand for high 

quality engineering parts and 
components for the  
Aviation Industry. 



CAD / CAM 



CAD / CAM 

 

During the 1960s there was a 
growth in ‘package holidays’ 
and fleets of airlines where 
manufactured to supply the 

demand. 



CAD / CAM 

 

CNC machines 

Computer Numerically Controlled 



CAD / CAM 

 

High Speed Lathes  

Milling Machines 

Routers and Lasers 



CAD / CAM 

 

Programmed using 

numbers to ‘cut’ at various 

points and depths.  



CAD / CAM 

 

First P.C.s introduced 
during the early 1980s 
allowing designs to be 

seen on screen. 



 

Apple computers were the 

first to be used by 

designers.  



CAD / CAM 

 

DTP  
Desk Top Publishing 

Allowed images and text to be 
seen combined on screen 

together. 



CAD 

Fast 

Accurate 

Save 

Update 

Scale 

Duplicate 

E-mail 



CAD 

Designers can produce more 

Try out different ideas 

Get Client approval 

Send the designs directly to manufacture 

Without loss of quality 



CAD 

The time it takes to get products to the 
shops is reduced  

Designers can take advantage of latest 
trends and fashions 

The design process has become cheaper 

Designs can be sent to anywhere in the 
world via e-mail 



CAM 

Designs can be manufactured directly from 

CAD without loss of quality 

 

Reduced waste make better use of 

materials and resources 



CAM 

Machines can manufacture 24 / 7 

 

Once one item has been manufactured correctly 

all the rest should be identical 

 

CAM removes the need for humans doing  

boring repetitive tasks 



CAM 

Robots can work in hazardous conditions 

 

 

Machines cannot sue for compensation 
repetitive strain injury 

 

Companies can remain competitive and  
make a profit 



CAM 

Operators are highly skilled 

 

Less staff are needed 

 

Workers are well-paid 



CIM 

Computer Integrated Manufacture 



CIM 

When many different machines are linked 

together as a production line. 



CIM 

When many different machines are linked 

together as a production line. 

Conveyor Belt  Pneumatics 

Robots  Hydraulics 

Welding  Spraying 

Heating Mixing 



CIM 

The whole process is controlled via  

flow charts. 

 

 

With the only human element being 

checking from time to time. 

 

 


